Rising Stars Soccer Club
2015
Game Day What Ifs
What if…
1)

A Player and/or Coach are sent off or dismissed from a game?
Ans) The ref will keep the pass and submit it to the league where it will be held until
the suspension is served then it will be returned to the player/coach.

2)

The game is cancelled by a team(s) less than 48 hours prior to scheduled start?
ans) RSSC will pay the full referee fee and access fee against the team(s) canceling game.

3)

Both teams arrive to play and the field is deemed unplayable by the referee or
sponsoring home field official?
ans) Teams should not pay the referee. RSSC will pay ½ the fee.

4)

Both teams arrive to play and the game is halted prior to completing the first half?
ans) Referee returns the money to both teams. RSSC will reimburse the referee(s) ½ fee.
WHEN game is rescheduled then, teams will pay in full to the referees.

5)

The game is halted after the second half has started?
ans) Teams pay the referee full fee.

6)

One team no-shows for a game?
ans) The team that shows up does not pay the referee. The no-show team will be
responsible for the full fee. RSSC will reimburse the referee.

7)

Both teams no show for a game?
ans) Both teams will pay their share to RSSC. RSSC will reimburse the referee.

8)

The referee no-shows?
ans) A game can be played officially if a certified USSF replacement referee is used and is
paid full fee. Game cannot be official if a Club referee is used. Both coaches must
contact RSSC scheduler to arrange a make-up game if unable to play official game.

Referee REMINDERS:
a)

Referees should send in a regular USSF Game Report, within 24 hours, to:
risingstarssportscenter@gmail.com and vp@MVSRA.org

b)

Each team is responsible for paying half of the referee fee. The teams will pay their normal
age group referee fee, as follows:
u8 -u11 - $44
u12 – u14 $44 plus $23 for each AR. Total $90
u15 – u19 $48 plus $25 for each AR total $98
Adult $50 CR $28 for each AR

